School campuses have a lot of technical needs to keep equipment running smoothly and curriculum delivered on time. Malwarebytes Toolset increases your technicians’ efficiency, allowing them to quickly handle issues when they come up, and making it possible for them to do more—faster.

Malwarebytes Toolset features more than 20 tools—developed for technicians by technicians—that streamline processes and procedures in malware remediation and computer repair. The breadth and depth of tools increase your “tech bench” capabilities and ensure your team has the right tool at the right time to get the job done.

Malwarebytes Toolset is portable, and every tool works offline, just plug in your USB stick and start scanning. Bring 20+ tools with you on-the-go to extend your tech bench capabilities and accelerate your system troubleshooting.

The Malwarebytes Toolset puts utilities like AdwCleaner, Anti-Bundleware, and Breach Remediation at your fingertips. Plus, you can even integrate your own tools.

**Features**

Malwarebytes Toolset provides the following primary components:

**Analysis**

Your go-to-dashboard for essential operating system, hardware, software, and network details to triage a device, including:

- Crash dump analyzer: performs a deep technical analysis for diagnosing blue screens and system crashes.
- Network devices scanner: quickly discovers local network devices in your environment like routers, printers, computers, streaming devices, and more.

**System scans**

Your team's essential scan tools to remediate malware, resolve OS issues, and discover failing hardware, including:

- Malwarebytes Portable Scanner: provides a portable version of Malwarebytes to run endpoint scans and remove malware without exposing your network to a compromised machine.
- Malwarebytes Issue Scanner: uncovers failing hardware, SMART disk drive errors, important event logs, and repair-troubling Windows OS issues 43.5x faster than checking manually.
**Toolbox**

Your one-stop-shop for additional standalone tools and operating system utilities, including:

- **MyTools**: enables you to integrate your own tools to expand the capabilities of the Malwarebytes Toolset.

- **Malwarebytes technician tools**: provides access to AdwCleaner, Anti-Rootkit, Anti-Bundleware, and command line–based malware and rootkit scanning.

- **Repair and operating system tools**: gives you easy access to common repair utilities and tools built into Windows.

**Malwarebytes Breach Remediation**

Your portable command-line version of Malwarebytes, allowing you to perform scripted malware remediation on Windows or Mac.

**Search**

Your instant ability to find the tool you need from Toolbox, MyTools, or additional utilities built into the operating system.

---

**KEY BENEFITS**

- Streamline your device support and repair processes
- Use completely portable tools—no installation required
- Gather deep technical information in seconds
- Remediate technical issues quickly and efficiently

---

**LEARN MORE**

If you’d like more information about the Malwarebytes Toolset, visit:
www.malwarebytes.com/education/

---

Malwarebytes is a cybersecurity company that millions worldwide trust. Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against malicious threats, including ransomware, that traditional antivirus solutions miss. The company’s flagship product uses signature-less technologies to detect and stop a cyberattack before damage occurs. Learn more at www.malwarebytes.com.
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